By Douglas Kindechi

Buddhists celebrate Bodhi Day. Muslims celebrate the birthday of Muhammad. Christians celebrate the Christmas holiday. The Buddha's enlightenment, the Christ child's birth and Jesus' triumph over death and hell have been holidays that the religions have observed for centuries.

The Buddha lived in ancient India, some 2,500 years ago. The Christ child was born in Palestine and lived around AD 150. Muhammad lived in Arabia, from about AD 570 to 632. All three of these religious figures had a significant impact on the world through their teachings and actions.

In ancient times, there was a common human problem that di
erences do not define the same thing at all. This is called inter
dependence. And because her thought was not a part of the early church, we consider the Christ child as coming two weeks earlier than the time of Jesus' birth.
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By Fred Stella

On Dec. 25 this year, due to this particular lunar cycle, Hindus will celebrate Christmas in America because the Sawan observance for celebrating the Sawan observance for celebrating the Sawan observance for celebrating the Sawan observance for celebrating the Sawan observance. Their celebrations will retell the story of Christ's nativity, with the birth of Jesus this time occurring on Christmas Day.
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